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Facilitating inclusive discussion
in digital feminist spaces
Online discussion, not to mention online disagreement, can be highly fraught.
This fact sheet sets out some principals and tips for navigating the diverse and
different views that we can often encounter online in shared political spaces.

Understanding privilege and our
positions in online discussion
Any discussion space, even a feminist,
queer, or anti-racist space, is not necessarily an equal space. While the shared goal
should be to share diverse points of view, it
is important to consider how differing privileges and inequalities can shape discussion.
First, privilege is not about ‘good’ or ‘bad’,
but privilege can make us blind to other people’s struggles, and how we make
things harder for others. If you are privileged in some sense – such as by being educated, white, middle class, or
able-bodied – this means that you are
positioned as ‘normal’ in some way, meaning you haven’t been pushed by society to
reflect on how your own privileged identity
can contribute to existing inequalities.
For example, historical and contemporary
representations of whiteness gives white
people the sense they are inherently good
and deserve to be seen as good people, and
this can interfere with acknowledging places where they need to do better.
So, as Audre Lorde argues, while this means
marginalised people are often pushed to reflect on the ways they don’t fit, this means it
should be up to privileged people to take
responsibility for learning about their own
position, power, and inequality.
However, it is important to note, that while
structural privilege can block understanding, no one is perfect. Everyone is learning.

Even if you are marginalised in some
ways, you may be privileged in others.
Equally, your experience is not necessarily
representative of a particular group. Intersectionality teaches us not only that there
are different ‘intersections’ of experience,
but that each group, like ‘women’ or ‘people
of colour’ has ‘intra-group’ differences such
that of first language, cultural background,
and Indigenous status.
Accordingly, we should reflect on how our
position is shaped by our own experience,
and we should not necessarily expect people to agree with our position on a particular issue. While social media helps to
connect us, it does not make it more likely
that people will necessarily be more open
to new views – it is often the opposite.

Why do different and diverse
views matter?
Movements such as feminism have advanced because of the raising of different
perspectives, not for closing down viewpoints.
Discussion helps us to find solidarities.
Solidarity doesn’t mean sameness, but
finding connections, and finding connections means taking differences seriously,
in order to have an active space for listening,
learning, and open communication. When
we take differences seriously, we can more
effectively find the positions and experiences we do share.

Tips for Inclusive Discussion

•

On social media, you’re allowed to step
away. There is no rule that you have to
engage.

•

Consider: am I posting to show ‘I’m
right? Or am I posting to genuinely
change or productively engage with a
situation?

•

Social media is designed to pressure
you to react quickly, and produce
content which engages ‘eyeballs’, i.e.
controversy, ‘outrageous’ emotions,
conflict. Take things slow. If you feel like
responding once, but then not another
time, that’s ok. Just say you need some
time out.

•

If you’re troubled by something someone has said, but it’s a complicated issue,
consider a private message or direct
message, explaining the position that
you’re coming from so they have some
context.

•

Forgive yourself for not knowing or
making mistakes. You’re not the only
feminist on the planet! The most important thing is to keep on learning,
trying and thinking about how we can
collectively work together.

•

It is okay to feel angry. Feminism has
a long history of productively using
anger to fuel change. Sometimes anger can signal to us that we have been
wronged. At the same time, being privileged in some way can make you more
likely to feel wronged because you have
become accustomed to being treated
according to unequal standards.

•

So, while it is okay to feel angry, if you
can, try to pause to reflect on why this
is rather than immediately directing
it against another person. And make
space for others’ anger. Rather than responding to someone else’s anger with
anger, try to leave some time so we can
collectively work out what the source of
that anger is.

•

Do not expect others or yourself to be
‘perfect’. While we want people to do
better, often standards of ‘perfection’ are
used to keep people down rather than
help them grow.

•

Do expect that people shift, change,
and grow. This means that ousting people, or shaming them, does not necessarily help that process.
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•

•

•

•

Just because someone doesn’t know
a particular term, it doesn’t mean they
are not progressive – it just means
they haven’t yet come across it. Judging people on their language can also
unfairly categorise older people as ‘backwards’, when it is a different generation
that has formulated this language, in a
different context. It doesn’t mean you
have to take on the job of ‘teaching’
them – this is a lot to ask. But be open
to the possibility that they are on their
own learning journey, as you are.
Don’t expect yourself to know everything. How could this be possible? Similarly, don’t feel the need to ‘say something’ all the time. We know this can be
exhausting. There is a lot of pressure on
people to always ‘show their politics’.
If you’re not sure what to say but you
feel someone is waiting on your response, you can say, ‘Thanks X, I’m just
gathering my thoughts right now.’
- It is okay if discussion is slow. You don’t
have to respond immediately.
- Do take the opportunity to learn.
There are no points for being right.
Try to interact with the same generosity
you would for someone you were in the
room with – not an unfiltered ‘speaking
your mind’.

•

Feel free to move from open discussion
to a private or direct message if you
need to say more to another person. This
can be more helpful with tricky issues
when longer discussion is needed.

•

Thoughtful discussion is a gift. With this
in mind, consider: is what I’m offering
‘useful’? Is this gift needed? And how
is the critique that is being offered to
me, a contribution to my knowledge?

•

Even if you are right – and there is often
not just one way of being right – there
are ways that communicating the ‘right’
position can still be unhelpful.

•

These issues are often deeply personal.
Tread lightly and be willing to examine
your own position regularly. Be prepared
to examine your own history and how
your position colours your view of the
world, your opinions and beliefs, and
those of the ones around you.

•

It’s ok to feel uncomfortable feelings
– feeling ‘shame’ at privilege or realising
previous blind spots should not be the
end point. It should be considered an
active chance to pursue further knowledge and deepen understandings
through reflection.

Can we move towards a less toxic feminism?

Case study A: ‘Not all men’
In a queer activist Facebook group, a member posted a conversational comment to
the effect, ‘all men are shit’. A cisgender
lesbian member, Barbara, responded: ‘not
all men. I have so many men in my life that
I love.’
The phrase ‘not all men’ has been used to
obscure the role of men in perpetuating
violence, rather than working as allies. The
commonality of this phrase, used as an excuse, was made famous through the Twitter
hashtag, #notallmen.
The group responded with anger, with 10
quick comments saying that this member
should leave the group if she felt that way.

Case study B: ‘Nightingale’
Nora, a young Indigenous Australian woman, watched Nightingale, a film at the Sydney Film Festival. The film was about a white
convict woman who hires an Aboriginal
man to track down her husband and baby’s
killers. The film frequently featured depictions of the murder of Aboriginal people
and the convict woman is frequently racist
towards her Aboriginal companion.
On Twitter, she posted ‘please do not support this movie’, because she felt the movie’s
depiction of racist violence is was ‘just background to this woman’s story of empowerment, at the cost of all these blackfellas
being killed… Just because she did consult
with Elders about the history and did her

Two other members tried to defend Barbara. In the end, Barbara and her defenders
were banned from the group.
Quinn, an onlooker, felt uncomfortable with
this response: ‘There was no middle ground,
no understanding. I obviously - I agree that
you shouldn’t be saying ‘not all men’, but I
think that she just needed explaining to. But
yeah, it was just quite an angry environment
at that time.’ While Quinn strongly supported the ‘feminist ideology’ of the online
group, was not comfortable that the moderators would use this sort of disagreement as
the basis for ‘telling a gay person they don’t
belong in a queer space’.
What do you think should have been done
in this scenario?

research, that doesn’t mean she’s written a
story that does justice to these people.’
Nora received significant abuse on Twitter.
However, she also received a private message from a Indigenous woman from Mexico. The message started off introducing herself, and explaining her background, while
saying she didn’t see a problem with the
film, and didn’t understand Nora’s anger.
She was Indigenous too, but felt that this
portrayed the movie’s ‘honesty’. Nora and
this writer had a long conversation where
they shared experiences. By the end, Nora
felt that she understood ‘how she felt, and
she understood how I felt, even I we didn’t
agree with each other.’
What do you take away from this
scenario?
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Practicing a #LessToxicFeminism
In an article in Feminist Media Studies, ‘A
Less Toxic Feminism: Can the Internet
Solve the Age Old Question of How to
Put Intersectional Theory into Practice?’
author Fredrika Thelandersson discusses
the tensions, conflict, and perceptions of
‘in-fighting’ amongst feminists online. She
urges us to look for – and actively promote –
productive instances of feminist critique.
Online feminism can – and does - contribute to change, inside and outside of feminist
circles.
Public discussions provide learning opportunities – and can help promote a more
open, inclusive, and respectful feminism.

#ALessToxicFeminism is understanding
that feminism is not ‘one size ﬁts all,’ and
#ALessToxicFeminism is being open to
certain discussions, but also knowing when
to learn & listen when those conversations
aren’t about you.
It can feel easier to ‘police’ other participants
about what they’re doing wrong instead of
encouraging them for what is being done
right.
We need to also highlight – and celebrate the potential for fruitful and educating conversations to occur online. The characteristics of such conversations are an openness
from all parts to share insights and learn
from each other about crucial issues.
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